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Bnha volume 13

I seemed to have missed a volume in my reading. If you’ve followed the reviews for this series, you’ll see the gap, but it wasn’t planned. I lost track of where I was and just read. It felt like I had missed something, but not to the point that I was bothered by it… then I realized that I had read volume 14 and
not 13… which made me wonder if it really mattered?That’s one thing to note about Kohei Horikoshi’s writing; it’s strong enough that you can jump on and off the series without being completely lost. When I’ve done this accidentally in the past, on series like Twin Star Exorcists, I end up going back and
tracking down the volume I missed before continuing. With My Hero Academia, the plot is slow moving, and following the pattern, it’s displayed in the past. Volume 12 apparently introduces another school that’s not UA, and from what I read when I went back to volume 13, it’s a carbon copy of the rivalry
with Class B… just, you know, a different school entirely. I didn’t even need or care for the cliffhanger of volume 13 in which everyone’s favorite douche bag Grenade Hand picks a fight with Deku. Yeah, that’s right, Bakugo sucks. His character isn’t believable, he’s unrelatable, and while he has a great
power set, he’s the character you’d rather see fail than succeed. At no point do I want Bakugo to be better than Deku.I say that even after the 14th volume in which Deku’s entire secret is revealed and All Might stops by to stop the fight and pat Bakugo on the head. Something he doesn’t even want now
because again, he’s a shitty unbelievable character. The only development that Bakugo’s wanted has come from his envy of All Might, but when All Might actually gives him the time of day he genuinely shits on the moment. Not even in a Tsundere way either, just a “Hey I’m going to shit on this moment”
type of way. The fight ends in a predictable way, but there was one and only one good thing to come from it, Deku and Bakugo can talk like human beings now instead of Deku turtling a turd in his pants every time Bakugo barks from his mouth in some attempt of “displaying his personality.” Frankly,
Bakugo has a one-dimensional personality, and we’ve yet to see any growth from him, regardless of what anyone says. All of his “development” has been circular, which is to say he learns the lesson, repeats the mistake, sulks, learns the lesson and repeats the mistake. Over and over, just go back and
look for it.The rest of volume 14 is great because Bakugo is cut out of it as Deku meets the student that everyone wanted All Might to pick for “One For All” and I’m sure it has nothing to do with him looking a lot and I mean a lot, like All Might to begin with. The kid’s name is Miro Togata, and his powerset
is very interesting, but there’s a lot of story spent on showing and explaining it, so I’ll refrain from divulging it. From there, the students are granted the opportunity to do work study which is being a real sidekick to working heroes. Deku wants to get stronger faster so that he doesn’t let everyone down and
so he talks to Gran Torino who suggests All Might’s all sidekick. All Might doesn’t want to talk to the dude directly, so he asks Togata to introduce Deku to the dude. Did you get all that? It was needlessly complex and all entire convenient to the story. Deku meets the dude, and their fight is interesting, and
yes, of course, they have to fight.The villains aren’t forgotten in either volume, but in 14 the Yakuza meet the League of Villains or whatever their dumb name is. I’m sorry, but I can’t picture a bunch of villains sitting around coming up with GD names for the group. The two evil gangs have a wonderful
misunderstanding about who is joining who and frankly their distrust and angst between each other is believable. Neither side is going to admit weakness. The new villain introduced of course comes crashing into Deku’s life on his first day of the job, which is curious, but will likely be a predictable
encounter because sadly a lot of the story in  My Hero Academia has become stretched out and formulaic.The art is still quite good. You can see Horikoshi developing and refining the overall art. The one downside that I’ve begun to notice is that with so many damn characters it’s A) hard to remember or
tell them apart at times and B) they’re all starting to dress alike and have boring designs. When you see the colored covers, you realize just how many people are wearing green or read… or fur. Horikoshi may want to ask others for design help or and here’s a crazy idea, stop inflating the cast. If you’re not
a part of the main cast of kids and important to the overall story, I tend not to pay much attention to them on the page, which is sad.My Hero Academia is climbing towards the height of fame on the international level. It’s become a big shot in manga and anime, and that’s great for Kohei Horikoshi and Viz.
Unfortunately, My Hero Academia’s biggest problem is the amount of filler it injects into its story. I missed an entire volume, that’s like half a year in manga publishing, and it didn’t matter. It didn’t change or affect the story. Hell, technically, I missed two volumes and wasn’t lost in the least bit. That’s good
and bad. Good writing that I was able to catch up without missing a beat, but then bad because what reward did those other readers get from following along the entire time?I’ve said this before, but I’m not likely to continue reading this series. It’s not good enough or different enough at this point to bother
waiting for something magical to happen. Whatever big payoff the series is building towards is so far into the future that it doesn’t feel rewarding. I miss the early days of his series that felt more like X-Men and less like over the top drama and character that “needs to be the best,” but is intentionally
developed slowly. Asta in Black Clover is growing better and faster than this guy, and he wouldn’t have a quirk in this world either… they need to speed Deku up and at least make him transform a little. If you love it, keep reading it. Not that I would have stopped you with this review, but if someone asked
me if I recommend this series, I would tell them no.My Hero Academia vol. 13 – Score: 3/5My Hero Academia vol. 14 – Score: 4/5Kohei HorikoshiViz Media Início » Mangás JBC » My Hero AcademiaComeçou a “Simulação de Resgate” do Exame de Licença Provisória de Herói! Agora, é preciso analisar
a situação, ter respostas ágeis e, o mais importante, trabalho em equipe… Será que nossos protótipos de herói vão conseguir cumprir seu objetivo?! < anterior My Hero Academia #12 próximo My Hero Academia #14 > View source Share Japanese Cover English Cover English Back Cover てめェの"個
(こ) 性 (せい) "の話 (はなし) だ Temee no "Kosei" no Hanashida 184 (Japanese)192 (English) April 4 , 2017 ISBN 978-4-08-881049-2 June 5, 2018ISBN 978-1-4215-9803-1 Previous Next ← Volume 12 Volume 14 → A Talk About Your Quirk (てめェの"個 (こ) 性 (せい) "の話 (はなし) だ, Temee no
"Kosei" no Hanashida?) is the thirteenth volume of the My Hero Academia series. Cover and Volume Illustration The cover shows Izuku Midoriya and Katsuki Bakugo in the foregound dressed up in their hero costumes. In the background, Inasa Yoarashi, Gang Orca and Shoto Todoroki can all be seen in
their hero costumes with Shoto looking over his shoulder while he uses his Quirk. The volume illustration shows Shoto Todoroki in a spring setting wearing a jacket and scarf, creating a formation of ice using his Quirk. The Volume Illustration feat. Shoto. Author's Notes “ It's volume 13!! Thanks for picking
it up! Season 2 of the anime is starting! I’m ready to be wowed again by the sight of Deku and Katsuki moving around. ” —Kohei Horikoshi Volume Summary The students of Class 1-A have reached another milestone—the Provisional Licensing Exam. After making it through the first part of the test, they
ready themselves for the next phase, which takes place in a simulated disaster area. Izuku and his classmates have to rescue as many victims as they can, and although the students of rival Shiketsu High are technically supposed to be helping, competition between them is fierce and even dangerous! As
the scenario unfolds and villains arrive to shake things up, the U.A. students will have to find new ways to work with each other and make use of their Quirks. Chapters 109: Rescue Exercise (救 (きゅう) 助 (じょ) 演 (えん) 習 (しゅう) , Kyūjo Enshū?) 110:Rescue Exercise Continued (続 (ぞく) •救 (きゅ
う) 助 (じょ) 演 (えん) 習 (しゅう) , Zoku•Kyūjo Enshū?) 111: Smoldering Start (燻 (くすぶ) りビギニング, Kusuburi Biginingu?) 112: What's the Big Idea? (何 (なに) をしてんだよ, Nani o Shitenda yo?) 113: Test's Aftermath (試 (し) 験 (けん) その後 (あと) に, Shiken Sonoatoni?) 114: Results' Aftermath
(合 ( ごう) 否 (ひ) その後 (あと) に, Gōhi Sonoatoni?) 115: Unleashed (アンリーシュド, Anrīshudo?) 116: Meeting in Tartarus (挨 (あい) 拶 (さつ) タルタロス, Aisatsu Tarutarosu?) 117: A Talk About Your Quirk (てめェの"個 (こ) 性 (せい) "の話 (はなし) だ, Temee no "Kosei" no Hanashida?) 118:
Meaningless Battle (意味 (いみ) のない戦 (たたか) い, Imi no Nai Tatakai?) Extra Pages Kugo Sakamata (Gang Orca)'s profile.Tatami Nakagame and Shikkui Makabe's profile.Gang Orca's Sidekicks' profile.Horikoshi describes and explains certain design trends in Class 1A's costumes.Horikoshi talking
about the spin-off series.Two My Hero Academia Smash!! comics featured in the manga, as a way of promoting the series.Horikoshi's assistants page.The spine and author's comment on Volume 13. Next Volume Quote Trivia *Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, meaning, at no
additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.
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